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Fig. 1. Lumos is a wearable optical spectrometer that enables non-invasive health monitoring in the real-world. Left: the wristband form factor is familiar and can be worn when moving around in the real-world. Right: the fingertip form factor is more suited to clinic settings and discrete measurements.

Spectroscopy, the study of the interaction between electromagnetic radiation and matter, is a vital technique in many disciplines. This technique is limited to lab settings, and, as such, sensing is isolated and infrequent. Thus, it can only provide a brief snapshot of the monitored parameter. Wearable technology brings sensing and tracking technologies out into everyday life, creating longitudinal datasets that provide more insight into the monitored parameter. In this paper, we describe Lumos, an open-source device for wearable spectroscopy research. Lumos can facilitate on-body spectroscopy research in health monitoring, athletics, rehabilitation, and more. We developed an algorithm to determine the spectral response of a medium with a mean absolute error of 13nm. From this, researchers can determine the optimal spectrum and create customized sensors for their target application. We show the utility of Lumos in a pilot study, sensing of prediabetes, where we determine the relevant spectrum for glucose and create and evaluate a targeted tracking device.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Spectroscopy, the study of the interaction between electromagnetic radiation and matter, is a vital technique in many disciplines. In medicine, spectroscopy has facilitated substantial advancements in diagnostic technology. Developments in spectroscopy have brought about biomedical imaging technology, including X-ray, MR spectroscopy, and CT scan technology. Additionally, analysis of biological samples relies heavily on spectroscopic techniques to measure the biomarkers that track the progression of diseases. In its current instantiation, its utility is limited because it only provides a brief snapshot of the monitored parameter. Data in isolation, not in a time series, does not provide the trends clinicians rely upon to make informed decisions.

Wearable technology brings sensing and tracking technologies to the masses. Integrating this technology into our daily lives has collected a wealth of previously untapped data. Capturing this amount of data has created longitudinal datasets ripe for analysis. These datasets present opportunities for the application of machine learning and data analytic techniques. This data, combined with machine learning and artificial intelligence, can support clinical decisions, opening the door to more accurate diagnoses. More so, it has transformed how people live, impacting their daily routines, interactions with others, and health monitoring. These qualities make wearable technology the perfect vehicle to collect continuous data from spectroscopy devices.

The traditional benchtop spectrometer is already being minaturized [7, 8, 40, 77]. Sampling and testing are being done in the lab, clinic, and field via portable spectrometers [23, 27, 56, 67]. Optical sensing [17, 58] has demonstrated the viability of a wearable spectral device but is limited by its sensing spectrum. Providing researchers, clinicians, scientists, and even the general public with a more comprehensive wearable spectrometer will increase the amount of meaningful data collected as well as lead to novel clinical applications. Compared to prior work, our approach creates a ready-to-use research platform that can be utilized to develop these novel applications and longitudinal datasets.

In this paper, we address the following research questions:

RQ1: How can we redesign the traditional benchtop spectrometer while accounting for the many constraints of a wearable device including battery life, computing constraints, and overall footprint?

RQ2: How can we determine the spectral response of a medium while adapting to dynamic environments given a limited set of light emitting diodes and photodiodes?

RQ3: How can this device be leveraged to address research challenges in target applications?

The potential benefits of integrating spectroscopy into wearable technology are substantial. In this work, we present Lumos, a wearable spectroscopy device that enables noninvasive, real-time, and continuous health monitoring. To make Lumos available to the research community, we open-sourced the hardware designs and algorithms used in this work [72]. This includes the components, schematics for the circuitry, Gerber files for printing the PCB, and code. We provide the CAD files for the 3D printed form factors, wristband and finger clamp, to house the circuitry. Lumos uses off-the-shelf components that can be combined in the manner we describe in this paper for research purposes or be tailored to fit a targeted application. We evaluated our device on its accuracy when compared with a traditional spectrometer, its power consumption, and its reactions to temperature and fluid.

We developed an algorithm to detect the spectral response of a medium. This determines the optimal spectrum for further evaluation when creating a wearable spectroscopy device for a target application. This algorithm seeks to construct the spectral response of only the medium. It adapts to light leakage from the environment...
providing maximal invariance to environmental disturbances. It adjusts its light intensity to standardize readings across skin tone, change in pressure applied to the device, blood perfusion, etc. Additionally, we estimate the theoretical response of our device without a medium to remove the bias from our readings. We evaluate this algorithm on its accuracy, resolution, and resistance to outside sources of noise.

Lumos is an open source device that facilitates wearable spectroscopy research in target applications. To demonstrate its utility in a target application, we conducted a pilot study. In this pilot study, we used the Lumos device in a medical application: prediabetes monitoring. First, we monitored blood glucose via a glucometer and compared it to readings from our device. We used the spectral response estimation algorithm to determine the optimal wavelengths for tracking glucose. Then we created a customized device tailored to those wavelengths and demonstrated that the device could be used to track changes in glucose. While we are not currently able to accurately calculate discrete glucose readings, we can determine the change in glucose over time. This is sufficient to track the progression of prediabetes for our target application.

Specifically, our contributions are summarized as follows:

1. An open-source device to perform wearable optical spectroscopy research. This device is designed to get researchers up and running quickly in new studies and be easily tailored for custom applications.
2. An algorithm to estimate the spectral response of a medium to determine the optimal spectrum for a given application while providing maximal invariance to environmental disturbances.
3. A pilot study, prediabetes monitoring, to demonstrate the viability of using Lumos for a target application.

The remainder of our paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes the work related to this paper. In Section 3, we introduce the Lumos hardware, including the components used, its form factors, and the underlying theory that supports its operation. Section 4 describes the wavelength algorithm. In Section 5, we evaluate the hardware and our algorithm. Section 6 details our pilot study. Finally, we provide discussion and the future work of this paper in Section 7, and wrap up with our conclusion.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce spectroscopy and present how it has been traditionally used as well as how it is evolving. Then, we discuss wearable spectral and optical sensing that has brought heart rate, blood oxygenation, and pulse oximetry to the masses. Finally, we examine applications of wearable spectroscopy that have been studied in the research lab.

2.1 Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy studies the interaction between electromagnetic radiation and matter. It is a vital technique in many disciplines, including medical imaging, molecular analysis, and remote astronomical sensing. The most common types of spectroscopy include atomic spectroscopy [32], ultraviolet and visible spectroscopy [76], infrared spectroscopy [75], Raman spectroscopy [75], and nuclear magnetic resonance [25]. Traditionally, spectrometry, the measurement of the interaction between electromagnetic radiation and matter, is done on benchtop requiring large, heavy, and complex machines with operators that have been specially trained. These benchtop services are characterized by the precision and accuracy of their measurements, but due to the complicated processes, procedures can be time-consuming and inconvenient. Furthermore, these techniques cannot be directly applied to living organisms as normal physiologic functions must be maintained. Hence, samples are obtained from living organisms, but this is not an entirely benign process as it typically requires invasive procedures that cause subject discomfort.

Work has already begun to miniaturize the traditional benchtop spectrometer [7, 8, 40, 77]. Many companies [23, 27, 56, 67] have developed portable spectrometers to bring testing directly into the lab, clinic, and field. Despite this, there is still a need to track real-world, longitudinal continuous data on patients. For example, the most
common issue with pain management protocols is the insufficient treatment of pain with opioids. The reasons for insufficient pain management can be caused by one or more of the following: intolerance of side effects from the medications, desire to minimize medication intake, cost of medication, and external sources of influence [12]. Current techniques for monitoring adherence involve lengthy questionnaires and invasive testing. Whereas a wearable spectrometer could solve this adherence problem by continuously monitoring patient opioid use. Additionally, it could help identify drug diversion, a major concern for clinicians and the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) [44]. Further, opioid management during in-patient hospice care is an exceptional clinical challenge [63]. The goal is to provide sufficient analgesia for conditions that can be particularly painful. Balanced against this is the desire for a patient to maintain normal cognitive function. Additionally, during hospice care, the goal is to provide the best quality care while minimizing invasive techniques. Rather than drawing blood samples to monitor a patient’s opioid levels, a non-invasive monitor would greatly benefit both the patient and clinician. In addition to the above examples, alcohol, ketones [30], blood pH [4], glucose [18], as well as responsiveness to medical treatment and medications [68] could all benefit from being monitored in a continuous, non-invasive, outpatient manner.

2.2 Other Approaches to Spectral/Optical Sensing

Spectral and optical wearable sensors allow for the continuous sensing of various biomarkers. Some biomarkers are directly measured through the skin by placing an optical sensor on a subject’s wrist and sampling the response in a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Other biomarkers are more complicated and, in their current state, require the collection of a biofluid before analysis can be completed. The basics of wearable optical sensing involve a light source to introduce light into the body through the skin and a sensor to detect changes in the light due to absorbance and scattering. The most widely available wearable optical sensing devices track a wearer’s heart rate and blood oxygenation [17, 58]. Heart rate is obtained by utilizing a single light source and a photodetector to measure small changes in blood volume in the capillary layer. Pulse oximetry leverages a dual light source and photodetector to sense variations in the optical characteristics of hemoglobin during oxygenation and deoxygenation [33, 46, 54, 62]. Additionally, researchers have begun the development of wearable sensors that detect various ions in sweat using a UV light source with a photodetector [3, 6, 48]. This allows for the tracking of ions such as sodium, potassium, and heavy metals, which, when imbalanced, can lead to impaired organ system function. More complex wearable optical sensors take the basics and add a chemical reaction. Optical sensing [31, 43, 69], a sensing method that detects light intensity, has brought progress to the wearable detection and monitoring of pH, electrolytes [39, 43], and glucose[21, 28, 65]. Hyperspectral Imaging is a related form of sensing that extends beyond typical the typical bands of red, green, blue, and has been used in various applications, including HyperCam, to detect spectral variance [22].

2.3 Applications of Wearable Spectroscopy

In research, many forms of spectroscopy have been explored for wearable sensing [75]. Most importantly, near-infrared and functional near-infrared spectroscopy has been utilized for physiologic measurements [9, 74, 75]. Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIR) utilizes the wavelength range from 750-2500 nm of the electromagnetic spectrum and has been commonly used to measure oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin through the skin [75]. Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) uses a subset of the NIR spectrum to sense the oxygenation of hemoglobin [16, 36]. Diffuse optical technologies is a model-based technique for NIR measurement done via continuous-wave, frequency-domain, and time-domain spectroscopy [11, 34, 60, 68]. This technique has been used to measure the concentrations and change of hemoglobin oxygenation, water, and lipids [68]. Here, we will present some applications that are becoming possible due to wearable spectroscopy.
Non-invasive blood sugar monitoring has been an elusive objective. Historically, a blood sample is required to detect the concentration of glucose. This is a painful process that creates a barrier to consistent and effective blood sugar monitoring. NIR spectroscopy, a non-invasive modality, has shown potential for detecting glucose [50]. To date, attempts are complicated and plagued by obstacles such as interfering absorption [75] and motion artifacts. Through our research, we have demonstrated the ability to noninvasively and continuously monitor changes in glucose in limited circumstances.

An increased concentration of lactate indicates insufficient blood flow or excessive metabolism. This can have many causes and even more numerous complications. One example is the end organ damage caused by sepsis. Traditional spectroscopy is excellent at detecting the concentration of lactate in a blood sample. Unfortunately, ascertaining the clinical relevance of a single data point can be challenging as it lacks context. Research into a wearable lactate sensor has shown that the NIR region holds promise for detecting changes in lactate concentrations. Budidha et al. [9] showed that changes of 1 mmol/L of lactate in blood analogous solutions are detectable.

The most studied wearable spectroscopy devices use functional near-infrared spectroscopy to detect brain activity. When a region of the brain is more metabolically active, it has increased oxygen requirements. This is detected and provides use in brain-computer interfaces [74]. Diffuse correlation spectroscopy and speckle contrast spectroscopy are applications of functional near-infrared spectroscopy that have been used to measure deep tissue blood flow [16]. Continuous wave diffuse optical imaging implemented in a wearable device has allowed for the measurement of oxygenation changes in breast tumors during chemotherapy. This device uses six LED and photodiode pairs [68]. Theoretically, this can provide clinicians with the ability to assess the effectiveness of their treatment and modify it in real-time.

Wearable technology provides the ability to simultaneously attach sensors to many areas of the body. This allows for the capture of a diverse set of physiologic characteristics in real-time. Further, it promotes research outside of the lab for situations in which it is unreasonable to use traditional benchtop methods. Spectroscopy is a powerful tool that is essential for analyzing and identifying human disorders. Thus far, it has been an underused modality limited to providing transient snapshots of data. Advances in wearable technology have allowed for the application of spectroscopy techniques to health sensing. Moving forward, wearable spectroscopy provides the opportunity to continuously track the progression of disease or even health of a subject. It creates an opportunity to collect massive amounts of high-value longitudinal data. That amount of data could be used to gain remarkable insights into human health and performance.

3 LUMOS HARDWARE

In this section, we discuss the hardware that makes up the Lumos device. We first examine the theory of spectroscopy and its applications in the wearable domain. Then, we describe the two 3D printed form factors created to house our device. Finally, we discuss the off-the-shelf components and circuitry used to create our device.

3.1 Theory of Operation

Spectroscopy, as previously stated, is the study of the interaction between electromagnetic radiation and matter. It has two main interactions: absorption and emission of photons, particles of light. The measurement of the the photons gives information about the medium [70]. Absorption is when electromagnetic radiation, such as light, is absorbed via a change in energy as it passes through a medium [55]. The wavelengths that are absorbed or partially absorbed would present a lower number of photons at the detector, while the wavelengths that were transmitted would present a higher number of photons. This is depicted in Figure 2a. The figure displays a multicolored light shining on and interacting with a medium. That medium absorbs a portion of the spectrum,
yellow wavelengths. The remaining light is read by the sensor on the opposite side of the medium, showing lower counts at the sensors near the yellow wavelengths. Emission is when the electromagnetic radiation applied to a medium results in the release of photons due to absorption of photons that were applied [42]. This is depicted in Figure 2b. The figure displays a multicolored light with various center wavelengths shining on and interacting with a medium. This medium emits photons which are visible to the human eye as green light when illuminated by the multicolored light. This release, as well as any transmitted light, is captured by the detector. The emission of photons must obey the conservation of energy. Thus, the emission would not be greater than the energy absorbed. These measurements grant us insight into the medium itself. mediums can have both absorption and emission occurring at once. Thus, we use this theory as a basis for our sensor and algorithm design in this paper.

Traditionally, optical spectrometers measure the photons either transmitted through a medium or reflected from a medium. Transmission-based spectrometers place the sensor on the opposite side of the medium from the light source. Reflectance-based spectrometers place the sensor and light source on the same side of the medium. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. To discuss the differences between the two in a wearable configuration, we will use pulse oximetry as an example. Pulse oximetry is a non-invasive application of spectroscopy to monitor oxygen saturation. Studies have shown both transmission and reflection-based devices can provide accurate oxygen saturation measurements [45]. Transmission-based devices, such as the finger clamp commonly used in medicine, are best used in thin areas where the entirety of the medium can be perfused with light. While this limits the on-body locations in which the sensor can be placed and the wearers’ movement, this style of sensor is trusted in medical settings. Reflection-based pulse oximetry is generally housed in a smartwatch. It is useful when light cannot fully travel through the medium to show an optical response on the other side [14]. The light source and sensor are placed side by side for reflection-based measurements, which gives more flexibility for on-body locations of measurement [14, 46]. However, light source and sensor alignment are more complicated with this method. As such, a small change in the angle of a surface mount light emitting diode (LED) can drastically change a measurement. As both methods have pros and cons, we seek to incorporate both into our designs. This will require additional data processing as well as separate form factors.

When designing Lumos, we pursued designs that would measure absorption and emission as well as measure photons through transmission and reflectance. Next, we will discuss the form factors we created to make this possible.
3.2 Form Factors

As we developed Lumos, we pursued designs already commonly used in wearable technology. This led us to two form factors, a wristband form factor with a similar design to a smartwatch and a finger clamp form factor with a similar design to a pulse oximeter. These designs are shown in Figure 3. The finger clamp leverages transmission spectroscopy and places the light source on the opposite side of the medium from the detector. The wristband leverages reflectance spectroscopy by placing the light source and photodetector on the same side. Both the wristband and finger clamp allow for emission and absorption spectroscopy based on the spectrum input. These form factors offer users a more comfortable experience when using our devices. Furthermore, as they are mainly 3D printed, with a few additional easy-to-find components, they do not require a large time or resource investment. The 3D print schematics are available on our Github [72] with links to the auxiliary components such as springs and pins that were used.

3.2.1 Finger Clamp. The first form factor is the finger clamp, and it is shown in Figure 3a. It is similar to commercially available pulse oximeters in that it rests on the distal phalanges of the finger. This form factor was chosen because it is comfortable, easy to use, and generally familiar to people. It leverages transmission spectroscopy in which light shines on one side of a medium, with the detector on the other side reading the photons from absorption or emission. The finger clamp consists of the 3D printed housing, a spring to keep the housing closed, and a bevel pin to open and close around. When designing this form factor, we addressed two main challenges: consistent pressure from the clamp without causing discomfort and light leakage from the environment. Consistent pressure is needed because as pressure varies, the measurements also fluctuate. So, we introduced a spring and pin to standardize the amount of pressure applied while remaining comfortable to the wearer. Light leakage is the environmental light sensed by the detector. If too much light leaks in, it can obscure subtle changes in our measurements. To address this, we closed off the sides of our form factor as shown in Figure 3a. Additionally, through hole or surface mount LEDs can be used in this form factor.
3.2.2 Wristband. The second form factor is a wristband, as shown in Figure 3b. This is similar to a smartwatch in how it rests on the wrist. It has the advantages of being familiar to the user, comfortable, and can be worn all day. The wristband form factor is based on reflectance spectrometry, so the light source and detector are on the same side of the medium. Because of this, we are less limited in the locations this sensor can be placed. For example, if we extend the straps, it could be attached to the upper arm or leg. This form factor consists of the 3D printed housing, straps, and a skin-safe encapsulant. The skin-safe encapsulant separates the electronic components from the skin, which is essential in a wearable device. It is a transparent silicon that provides a moisture barrier from any sweat on the skin. The entire assembly protrudes from the bottom of the wrist band to ensure tight contact with the skin. Additionally, this encapsulant allows for the device to be worn tightly on the skin, decreasing the amount of light leakage and standardizing the amount of pressure applied.

![Fig. 4. Block diagram of Lumos Device. The surface mount LEDs generate light and the photodetectors read the light through a medium. These readings are sent to the controller board, where the ADC samples the data and communicates it to the collection system.](image)

3.3 Components

Both form factors described above are based on the same electrical components; they are housed in different configurations. At a high level, the Lumos device consists of a light source and a detector. The light source we describe includes commercially available surface mount LEDs that cover the entire visual spectrum and LED drivers to control the intensity of the light. The LEDs are configurable based on the spectral needs of the application. The detector consists of the sensor with the spectral sensor, microcontroller, communication component, and battery. To house these electronics, we developed a small custom printed circuit board (30mm x 30mm x 1.6mm) to ensure a small footprint to fit into our form factors. Figure 4 shows the component diagram for our device.

3.3.1 Light Source. The goal of the light source is to cover the targeted spectrum and appropriately illuminate the medium. This is accomplished through an array of surface mount LEDs and LED drivers. In the finger clamp, the light source sits on top of the form factor. In the smartwatch, it is integrated into the same printed circuit board (PCB) as the photodetectors.
To build a comprehensive system, in this paper, we selected an LED array that covered the visual spectrum. Each LED [53] produces light in a continuous spectrum centered around one peak wavelength. We have eight LEDs in the visual spectrum with center wavelengths around 415nm, 450nm, 470nm, 530nm, 568nm, 599nm, 633nm, and 660nm. The LEDs do have spectral ranges that overlap. This is shown in Figure 5a. In this figure, the total spectrum covered is shown as well as the overlap between LEDs. To handle the complexity that the overlaps may cause, we developed an algorithm that we will discuss in detail in Section 4.

To appropriately perfuse the medium, we use LED drivers to tailor the intensity of each LED. This is important so that the intensity of the LED is high enough for a meaningful measurement but not too high that it will oversaturate the photodiode. The LED drivers also allow us to have consistent readings between all LEDs. We will provide more information on the intensity calibration algorithm that we use to tailor the intensity of each LED in Section 4.

3.3.2 Detector. The detector senses the response from the light source applied to the medium. It consists of the spectral sensor, microcontroller, and communication component. The spectral sensor is integrated into our custom PCB. The microcontroller and communication component are housed on a separate board.

We chose the A7341 spectral sensor [2] because it has a large sensing range and can easily be integrated into a wearable device. It has eight channels in the visible range, with peaks centered around 415nm, 445nm, 480nm, 515nm, 555nm, 590nm, 630nm, and 680nm. The sensing channels are displayed in Figure 5b. The dimensions of this device are 3.1mm x 2mm x 1mm. Thus, it fits into our form factors nicely, as shown in Figure 3a and Figure 3b. The AS7341 needs 1.8VDD for operation. The max current draw from the AS7341 is 300µA making it low power. We will evaluate the power consumption as well as battery life in Section 5.

We chose the Arduino Nano 33 IoT to power our AS7341 and communicate data from the AS7341 to the data collection system. The Arduino Nano 33 IoT has a Cortex M0+ SAMD21 processor and NINA-W102-00B WiFi/BLE Module. It has the ability to send data out over WiFi using MQTT to the data collection platform [73] as it eliminated our need for an additional device such as a smartphone to route the data to the data collection system. The Arduino and the entire device are powered by a 400 mAh lithium-ion battery. This gives it approximately five hours of battery life with an evaluation of this in Section 5. The Arduino supplies 3.3V, which is more than needed for our spectral sensor. As such, there is a voltage regulator on the AS7341 so the Arduino can safely power the spectral sensor. In future iterations of this prototype, we will be looking to shrink this chip to be more compact and tailored to our device, as this Arduino is excessive. This will lead to reduced power consumption and overall space footprint.
4 SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF MEDIUM

In this section, we detail the algorithm used to determine the spectral response of a medium. This allows us to target that spectral response for a specific application, increasing battery life, decreasing computation requirements, and reducing the overall footprint. First, we need to calibrate the intensity of our LEDs to account for environmental light, skin tone, change in pressure applied against the device, and blood perfusion. Second, we eliminate environmental light leakage. Third, we remove the reading we theoretically expect to see if there was no medium. Finally, we identify the spectrum of interest we should target moving forward.

4.1 Intensity Calibration

LED light intensity is affected by many factors, including environmental light, skin tone, change in pressure applied against the device, and blood perfusion. To remove the impact of these factors, each LED’s intensity is calibrated for each person and environment. This one-time calibration process occurs when the user first puts it on. It takes approximately 2-5 seconds to calibrate each time. The calibration process is necessary to mitigate over and under saturation on the detector side. Overall, the calibration process adjusts the light intensity until a targeted reading is obtained at the photodetector. We calibrate each LED’s brightness on the photodetector nearest to its wavelength. For example, the 470nm LED will be calibrated with the 480nm PD.

Our photodetectors have a 16-bit resolution giving us a maximum value of 65,535. To leave room to sense both absorption and emission, we choose a target value of approximately \( \frac{2}{3} \) of our maximum reading or between 42,000 counts and 44,000 counts. This gives our sensor a higher sensitivity while leaving ample room for emission readings. This can be adjusted based on the needs of the application. The iterative calibration process is performed by adjusting the current to the LED using an 8-bit LED driver that adjusts the light intensity until it reaches our targeted value. This adjusts the LED with a resolution of 0-255, approximately 0-50mA. At each iteration \( (i) \), we calculate the error between the targeted reading \( (r_t) \) and the current reading \( (r_i) \). A proportional controller is then used to determine the adjustment required for each LED to achieve the desired count value. A proportional gain \( (K_p) \) is used to determine the ratio of output response to the error signal. At each iteration, we calculate the intensity \( (I) \) with the following equation

\[
I_{i+1} = K_p (r_t - r_i)
\]

Then after the new intensity is calculated, we adjust the LED and repeat the process until the targeted reading is reached. In general, the entirety of this iterative process occurs in approximately 2-15 iterations or 3-5 seconds. We evaluate the accuracy and time needed to run the intensity calibration in Section 5.

4.2 Environmental Light Leakage

The intensity calibration accounts for the initial environmental light leakage, but as environments change, so does the light leakage. To handle this dynamically, we sample our sensor in two LED states: ON and OFF. When the LED is ON, we read the combination of the spectral response of the medium and the environmental light leakage. When the LED is OFF, we only read the environmental light leakage. The time spent in an ON state is determined by each LED’s rise time and the integration time of each of our PDs. The rise time is the time it takes for the LED to reach maximum intensity based on the current calculated in the intensity calibration. The integration time is the amount required for each PD to record a reading. The rise time and integration time are gathered from the datasheets. Then, to eliminate the environmental light leakage from our reading, we take the average of the two OFF states that surround an ON state and subtract that from the ON state. This is done for every PD for each LED.
4.3 Theoretical Approximation

To determine the spectral response of a medium, we compare the readings from Lumos to the expected readings if no medium was present. To do this, we approximate the readings from Lumos if there is no medium. This requires an approximation for each combination of LED and PD. To approximate each combination, we first estimate the spectral response of each component as a Gaussian. Second, we calculate the expected spectral response of each combination. Finally, we adjust our theoretical approximation to account for leakage current.

4.3.1 Gaussian Estimation. Theoretically, the spectral response of our LEDs and PDs are approximately a Gaussian \([47]\). To estimate the Gaussian, we need three metrics: intensity, center wavelength, and full width half maximum. The intensity \((I)\) is gathered from the intensity calibration step described above. The Gaussian estimation will be scaled to the calibrated intensity. The center wavelength and full width half maximum are available from the datasheets accompanying each LED and PD. The center wavelength \((CW)\), is the wavelength at which the LED or PD is at maximum intensity. The full width half maximum \((FWHM)\), is the width of the spectrum at half of the full intensity. When calculating the Gaussian, the \(FWHM\) relates to the standard deviation \(\sigma\) by \(FWHM = 2\sigma\sqrt{2\ln 2}\). Then, we estimate the spectral response \((SR)\) via the following equation:

\[
SR = Ie \exp\left(-\frac{(x - CW)^2}{2(\frac{FWHM}{2.35})^2}\right)
\]

(2)

The estimated curves for all LEDs are shown in Figure 5a and for all PDs are shown in Figure 5b.

4.3.2 Spectral Response Calculation. Next, we calculate the expected response for each combination of LED and PD. To do this, for each LED, we overlay each PD. In Figure 6, we show this example for the 515nm LED. This LED is shown with each PD, giving us eight graphs. When the LED and PD overlap, we expect a spectral response from the Lumos device. In Figure 6, we see that the LED overlaps with the 445nm, 480nm, 515nm, 555nm, 590nm, and 630nm PDs. For each overlap, we calculate the area under the overlap of the two curves to determine the expected response of each PD. This is normalized to the total possible response from each PD, i.e., the area under the PD curve. We show the estimated responses for the 515nm LED in Figure 7a. Then, we scale the estimated
response to the counts we read from the Lumos device, also shown in Figure 7a. In total, for the eight LEDs and eight PDs, we calculated 64 expected responses.

4.3.3 Leakage Current Adjustment. Photodetectors are not perfect and a known issue is that they produce a leakage current when any photons excite the photodetector [71]. This causes small readings in channels that are not being excited. The readings are linearly related to the number of photons hitting the sensor, i.e., as more photons hit the sensor, the higher the readings. We take an experimental reading without a medium to calculate the leakage current adjustment. We look to the PD readings where the estimated response is zero and average them. This average becomes our current leakage adjustment which is added to all theoretical estimations where the estimated response is zero. This is shown in Figure 7a.

4.3.4 Overall Spectral Response. Finally, we calculate the spectral response of the medium by combining all the PD readings from all of the LEDs. We show the overall response of air or no medium in Figure 7b. The overall response is represented by the entire surface in the figure. The peaks and troughs represent wavelengths with high responses that should be targeted for higher resolution sensing. Peaks represent absorption wavelengths, while troughs represent emission wavelengths. In this figure, we see very little response, which is expected as it is the spectral response of air. We evaluate various mediums in Section 5.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the Lumos Device and the spectral response algorithm. First, we analyze our device. We begin by evaluating its response to temperature and fluids. Then, we examine its power requirements. Then, we compare it to a benchtop spectrometer. Second, we explore the results of our spectral response algorithm. We evaluate the time required for the intensity calibration. Then, we determine the accuracy of our device as compared with mediums with known spectral responses.
5.1 Temperature Experiment

Temperature can affect sensor readings even when not outside of the normal operating range [35, 64]. To understand the effect of temperature on our device, we evaluated the sensor’s response to hot and cold temperatures. The sensor, AS7341, is guaranteed to work within the range $-30^\circ C$ to $70^\circ C$. Since we do not expect our sensor to experience the extremes of this range when worn on the body, we evaluate our device between $0^\circ C$ and $45^\circ C$. These temperatures were selected as they are on the edges of normal environmental conditions [59]. For any wearable device, it is important that it withstand normal environmental conditions that humans experience.

To evaluate our device in varying temperatures, we chose a narrow spectrum light source (445nm) that would illuminate a single channel. We tracked the counts on that channel as we varied the temperature between $0^\circ C$ and $45^\circ C$. This experiment was performed with our sensor in a black box to minimize ambient light. To increase the temperature, we used a hair dryer to blow hot air through a hole in the side of the box while not increasing the ambient light. To decrease the temperature, we put the black box into a freezer. In both scenarios, we tracked the temperature with a thermometer. Furthermore, we repeated this experiment across multiple devices to show inter-device repeatability.

We display the results from the experiment in Figure 8a. We show the main channel (445nm) from three devices. The other channels had low counts that did not have noticeable changes related to temperature. The three devices all read the same LED but, due to their placement, received different numbers of photons. This accounts for the difference in counts between the devices. Over the $90^\circ C$ temperature change, we saw a less than 200 count change in our readings on any of the devices. This accounts for a less than one percent change in the overall reading. While we do see a change in the counts, it is small enough that it should not affect the performance of our sensor.

5.2 Fluid Experiment

In addition to temperature, fluids can also impact the sensors. For example, sweat can coat the encapsulant, causing differences in sensor readings. To evaluate Lumos’s response, we simulated different levels of sweat. We used our wrist band form factor with a waterproof encapsulant to do this. This was done by spraying the encapsulant with water. We repeated this three times to simulate minimally sweaty to very sweaty, with very sweaty being someone dripping in sweat. Each spray was approximately .75 ml. As above, we performed this study in a black box to reduce light leakage. Figure 8b shows the results from the fluid experiment in the 445nm

---

**Fig. 8. Temperature and Fluid Experiment Results**

To evaluate our device in varying temperatures, we chose a narrow spectrum light source (445nm) that would illuminate a single channel. We tracked the counts on that channel as we varied the temperature between $0^\circ C$ and $45^\circ C$. This experiment was performed with our sensor in a black box to minimize ambient light. To increase the temperature, we used a hair dryer to blow hot air through a hole in the side of the box while not increasing the ambient light. To decrease the temperature, we put the black box into a freezer. In both scenarios, we tracked the temperature with a thermometer. Furthermore, we repeated this experiment across multiple devices to show inter-device repeatability.

We display the results from the experiment in Figure 8a. We show the main channel (445nm) from three devices. The other channels had low counts that did not have noticeable changes related to temperature. The three devices all read the same LED but, due to their placement, received different numbers of photons. This accounts for the difference in counts between the devices. Over the $90^\circ C$ temperature change, we saw a less than 200 count change in our readings on any of the devices. This accounts for a less than one percent change in the overall reading. While we do see a change in the counts, it is small enough that it should not affect the performance of our sensor.

In addition to temperature, fluids can also impact the sensors. For example, sweat can coat the encapsulant, causing differences in sensor readings. To evaluate Lumos’s response, we simulated different levels of sweat. We used our wrist band form factor with a waterproof encapsulant to do this. This was done by spraying the encapsulant with water. We repeated this three times to simulate minimally sweaty to very sweaty, with very sweaty being someone dripping in sweat. Each spray was approximately .75 ml. As above, we performed this study in a black box to reduce light leakage. Figure 8b shows the results from the fluid experiment in the 445nm
wavelength. All other wavelengths followed a similar trend. These results show no significant effect, less than 100 counts, on the spectral response readings until the third spray. This puts 2.25 ml of water onto our sensing area, well past what can be expected from sweating.

5.3 Power

We measured the power consumption of the Lumos device using a digital multimeter to measure the power drawn when all LEDs are at max intensity, PDs are sampled at 10Hz, and our communication protocols are functioning as normal. This is the max power draw from our device. With these settings, the Lumos device consumes 85 mA (425mW) of current. This gives us approximately five hours of battery life with a 400 mAh lithium-ion battery. This is more than sufficient for a normal research study. Longer studies are possible with a higher capacity battery. The Arduino Nano IoT is the most power-hungry part of our device. Replacing this with a lighter-weight component would increase the battery life. In practice, our system could sample data less frequently or transmit data to the data collection system at higher intervals. A sleep functionality could also be implemented so that the device, including the LEDs, PDs, and processing circuitry, do not need to be on when not in use. In Section 7 we discuss opportunities to upgrade the hardware, including some that would increase battery life.

5.4 Intensity Calibration

![Fig. 9. Intensity Calibration at Each $K_p$ for 530nm LED](image)

To determine the best $K_p$ for our system, we tested four values, $K_p = [0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001]$. An initial default intensity value of $I = 255$, maximum intensity, was used to start this test. We show the results for how $I$ changed using the 530nm LED at each step for each $K_p$ in Figure 9. The stars show when the calibration algorithm is successfully finished. $K_p = [0.1, 0.0001]$ did not converge to our targeted value even after running for over 100 iterations. $K_p = 0.01$ converged the fastest with an average of 4.8 steps. $K_p = 0.001$ converged in approximately 44 steps. We chose the setting $K_p = 0.01$ for our device as it converged to the targeted value in the fewest number of steps. This took approximately 2.4 seconds. We show the results from each $K_p$ in Figure 1. This setting is adjustable based on the needs of the application. Anything above 0.1 or below 0.0001 does not converge, so we did not test those values.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$K_p$</th>
<th># Steps</th>
<th>SD Steps</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 Comparison with Spectrometer

In order to validate the AS7341 spectral sensor, we compared it to a ground truth spectrometer, the Ocean Optics Vis-NIR fiber optic spectrometer [52], as seen in Figure 10b. This spectrometer has a range from approximately 450nm to 1118nm with a resolution of 1.37nm. In this study, we generated colors that were similar to what our photodetectors read using an iPad screen. We pointed the iPad at both the ground truth spectrometer and the AS7341 and recorded the readings from both. In Figure 10a, the ground truth spectrometer readings are plotted alongside the AS7341 sensor readings. For the most part, we saw that the AS7341 readings followed the same curve as the ground truth spectrometer and gave confidence in moving forward with this device. We did see more error in the 630nm and 680nm readings. We believe the higher Lumos counts in the red spectrum were due to the PDs on our device having a larger sensing range in that spectrum.

![Comparison with Benchtop Spectrometer](image1)

![Experimental Setup](image2)

(a) Comparison with Benchtop Spectrometer  
(b) Experimental Setup

Fig. 10. Spectrometer Comparison Experiment

Given the comparisons to the benchtop spectrometer, we see that our sensor does accurately detect the wavelength and intensity of light. However, the limitations of our spectral device are evident. For this study, we selected colors that would match the center wavelength channels of the spectral sensor. However, the color generation for this study was based on hex codes and used a combination of wavelengths to achieve a color [66] which is different than LEDs that are centered around one wavelength. The sensor picked up these combinations but with much less granularity than the ground truth spectrometer. Moving forward from this study, we chose visible LEDs that were centered around a specific wavelength [15, 49, 53, 61]. We understand this device lacks the precision and accuracy of the benchtop spectrometer. However, this iteration of the sensor allows the user to conveniently wear it around the finger or wrist. Additionally, sensing granularity and accuracy can be improved with additional customized hardware which will be discussed in Section 7. The goal of the device was to use...
off-the-shelf components to create a wearable sensor that can easily be tailored for research or personal use. We continued with this sensor for our prototype since it met these requirements.

![Graphs showing spectral response for different LEDs](image)

**Fig. 11.** Comparison of Experimental Measurements and Theoretical Approximation for Each LED

### 5.6 Theoretical Estimation

We evaluated our theoretical approximation by comparing them to experimental measurements. To record the experimental measurements, we placed the Lumos device in a black box. There were openings in the box for the wires with mitigations to remove all environmental light. We took measurements when the LED was off, and all channels showed zero counts. To have a consistent intensity across all of the LEDs, we used our intensity calibration algorithm to assure 44,000 counts. No medium was placed between the spectral sensor and LEDs. Figure 11 shows the comparison between the theoretical approximations and experimental measurements at each LED. The theoretical approximations have a 0.944 Pearson correlation with the experimental measurements.

### 5.7 Spectral Response of Medium

We conducted experiments to understand the Lumos device’s ability to identify the spectral response of a medium. We started by characterizing the source and detector output with no medium and then moved on to characterize the change in output response when a medium was placed between the source and detector. We consider no medium to be air. The physical mediums we used were six colored light filters: purple, blue, green, yellow, orange, and red. The mediums were placed into the fingertip form factor for this experiment. In order to characterize these, we collected data to show the response of each of our LEDs when measured by all visible photodiode channels for each filter, including with no filter. The algorithm discussed in Section 4 is applied to calculate the spectral response of the mediums or lack thereof. We compare this to the known spectral response of the mediums that we collected from the datasheets.

This experimental data collection was done in a controlled lab setting. The AS7341 spectral sensor was placed in a black box with an LED. The ambient light was mitigated as much as possible. When we took readings with the LED off, all channels showed zero counts. The results of this study are shown in Figure 12. The results from the air medium are shown in Figure 7b. We compared the peaks in these figures to the center wavelengths of the
filters, demonstrating a mean absolute error of 13nm with a standard deviation of 8nm. We further compared this to peak detection before interpolation and showed a mean absolute error of 17nm with a standard deviation of 11nm. Thus, we see that interpolation improves our center wavelength detection. In some cases, the filters, such as yellow, covered the entire spectrum after the initial peak, creating an extended peak. We see our algorithm detect this, but as we do not have a center wavelength to compare against, we removed it from our analysis.

6 PILOT STUDY
Lumos can be used in many different application scenarios, including but not limited to health monitoring, athletics, and rehabilitation. This section discusses a pilot study that demonstrates this, specifically prediabetes tracking. We start by motivating our study and describing the current standard of care in diabetes monitoring. Then, we describe how Lumos facilitated our sensor design and creation. Finally, we evaluate our device and system for accuracy.

6.1 Background and Motivation
Diabetes is a disease that impacts over 400 million people worldwide [51]. It causes a number of complications, including shortened life expectancy, decreased quality of life, blindness, cardiovascular issues, and more. In the United States, over $300 billion yearly is spent to manage and treat diabetes and its numerous complications. Prediabetes is a common precursor to diabetes that is characterized by higher than normal blood sugar levels but lower blood sugar levels than with diabetes [41]. It is possible to treat and even reverse prediabetes through lifestyle changes, but most people with prediabetes are unaware of their condition. To determine if a person
has prediabetes, blood glucose tests are run in the clinic. This process is invasive as it requires drawing blood for accurate measurements. Moreover, it is time and resource intensive creating a barrier to prompt testing. By tracking blood glucose via wearable technology, as well as its overall trends, we can potentially monitor the progression of prediabetes outside of the clinic.

Traditional glucose monitoring requires a blood sample and a glucometer. These monitors have been tested, evaluated, and proven effective for diabetes monitoring and management. New devices have come on the market to try to less invasively monitor blood glucose. Continuous Glucose Monitors (CGM) collect interstitial fluid through a needle inserted into the skin to provide continuous glucose monitoring [51]. Breath Ketone Analyzers estimate glucose levels by measuring the ketones in your breath. Research has begun into less invasive optical methods [1, 24, 29] in the visible [38] and near-infrared range [75] that have been done in lab settings and wearable devices. Specifically, Lepore et al. [38] shows the fluorescence emission of glucose oxidase peaks at around 520nm and increases in the presence of glucose in a lab setting. Dantu et al. [13] found that the ratio of the 510nm wavelength to 475nm wavelength to be an effective metric for tracking glucose. The found that as glucose concentration increases, the ratio decreases, using Beer-Lambert’s law. This work was not in a wearable, but using a light source and smartphone. Additionally, 650nm wavelength of light being shown on a solution has been shown to increase in transmittance of photons, with glucose and was done using a handheld device [5]. A noninvasive continuous blood glucose monitor can lead to advancements in timely prediabetes identification. The goal of this study is to demonstrate a proof of concept for such a device by leveraging Lumos.

6.2 Spectral Response Identification

In order to identify the optimal wavelengths to monitor glucose, we ran a preliminary study. In this study, we monitored the glucose of a single person over the course of an hour. This study determined that three wavelengths: 470nm, 515nm, and 680nm, showed promising responses for change in glucose. To validate this, we customized our sensor to target 470nm, 515nm, and 680nm. These wavelengths do not align with the original surface mount LEDs used in Lumos. As these components are different, we developed a new custom form factor shown in Figure 13a. This form factor was designed to house a single through hole LED while maintaining continuous pressure on the finger. Additionally, this form factor is designed such that it can be worn on three fingers simultaneously.
We chose to run each LED on separate fingers to simultaneously collect data from all three sensors without the data loss that switching LEDs could cause. Our prototype is shown in Figure 13b.

6.3 Results

We tested our proof of concept sensor in comparison with a commercially available glucometer [10] in a user study. This study used a single participant where we attached the Lumos devices on the participant’s left hand as shown in Figure 13b. The 680nm LED was attached to the pointer finger, the 515nm LED to the middle finger, and the 475nm LED to the ring finger. Blood glucose readings were drawn from the fingers on the right hand. This setup is shown in Figure 13b. Each study was performed over approximately 30 minutes to one hour. We repeated this study five times. Our participant began in a fasted state and we started the studies in the morning. This appears as a low starting glucose readings. When the study began, they drank a sugary drink (soda), and we recorded the effect over time of that on their blood sugar. Approximately every three minutes, we took a new blood glucose reading. We continuously sampled the three Lumos devices at approximately 2 Hz.

![Fig. 14. Results from Glucose Experiments](image)

In Figure 14 we show the raw data collected from each LED with its targeted PD. The ground truth blood glucose is shown by the red points. It is measured by a commercially available glucometer. The optical spectroscopy readings from the 480nm, 515nm, and 680nm photodetector channels are shown by the blue lines. In Figure 14a and Figure 14c, the change in counts positively trends with the change in glucose. In Figure 14b, the change in counts negatively trends with the glucose readings. In this figure, the y-axis of the glucose readings is flipped. We performed further analysis to quantify the correlations between the glucose measurements and the readings from our sensor at our three target wavelengths. To compare these two data points, we interpolated the missing glucose values using a linear interpolation. We found that 470nm and 515nm were statistically significant with a p-values less than 0.05 and Pearson correlations of 0.843 and -0.927 respectively. The negative correlation showing that the glucose reading and Lumos’s reading are highly correlated but in the the opposite directions from each other. 680nm showed relatively low correlation when compared with our ground truth glucose values with a Pearson correlation of 0.359. The lack of correlation for the 680nm channel encourages future work in the surrounding wavelengths including expanding into the infrared spectrum. These results show that readings from our sensor may be used to track overarching glucose trends. They prompt additional research to continue to improve the noninvasive monitoring of glucose and thus track the progression of prediabetes.

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we demonstrated Lumos, an open-source device for wearable spectroscopy. It enables real-time, non-invasive, and continuous health monitoring outside of the clinic or lab. We acknowledge that the Lumos device is low fidelity compared to a benchtop spectrometer, but it allows users to determine what wavelengths to target for an application and then build a higher fidelity sensor around those wavelengths. We envision the
Lumos Device being used for research purposes. It is a powerful tool that can help researchers determine the wavelengths of interest for applications. Once the wavelengths have been identified, more targeted devices can be developed. This will help to improve accuracy, battery life, and a form factor can be developed that is suited specifically for the application.

7.1 Device Improvement

While our device provides the ability to perform wearable optical spectroscopy, it is limited in many facets. The size can be decreased and the sensor data can be improved in terms of granularity and overall range. This will be accomplished through customization and miniaturization. Decreasing the size of the device will increase its portability and ease of placement on the body. Increasing the granularity of the device will improve sensing via more data points that will unlock details about the photons being detected with the goal of improving the accuracy of Lumos. Increasing granularity beyond the visible spectrum will bring further insights into the makeup of the medium in other ranges. These works have shown absorption peaks of glucose in the NIR range and we plan to implement this in our work [26, 75].

In order to improve the size of the device, customization is key. This device can be shrunk by swapping the Arduino for a board targeted to our specifications. Beyond that, to further shrink the prototype, a customized circuit could be designed for parts of this system and further tailor our design to our specifications. The next iteration of form-factors for the wrist-based reflective device will include better protection against cross-talk between the LEDs and photodetector. An analysis of the effects of distance and angle between the LEDs and photodetector is needed to determine the optimal placement of components to maximize count values. We also plan to include the frequency and pulse width of each LED as part of the current calibration step to make the device more adaptable to various body compositions while decreasing battery consumption.

The current sensor can only sense eight center wavelengths in the visible spectrum, which reduces the granularity of our device significantly. In the next version of our device, we want to increase this granularity by sensing more center wavelengths along the visible spectrum. We also want to target specific LEDs with a controllable intensity that will be most effective for specific and additional biomarkers and spectrometry technology. Additionally, our current sensor has one specific Near Infrared Reflectance (NIR) channel that it senses, and we want to include NIR sensing in the next version of this device. More than that one channel, we want to expand the sensor beyond the visible range with much more granularity in order to sense more of the electromagnetic spectrum. In expanding the spectrum, both our sensor and source require improvements that span additional wavelengths.

Overall, our current device has potential improvements that will unlock key advancements in the optical sensing of biomarkers in the body. Among these, decreasing the size, increasing the granularity and range, and improving its basic specifications, such as power consumption, will greatly improve the performance and results of the device.

7.2 Algorithm Improvement

Our algorithm details the spectral response of a medium and gives insight into target applications. In this paper, we demonstrated good overall performance of our algorithm. It can be improved in two facets. First, we can continue to improve on the theoretical model. Second, we can upgrade our wavelength detection. Our theoretical approximation approximates the response of a perfect set of LEDs and PDs. In the real world, this is not feasible, and as such, we see errors in our approximations. As there is some error inherently in each LED and PD, we can add additional estimations to account for this error. This will allow for a more accurate approximation. The leakage current bias is currently being calculated based on the experimental reading. This could be modeled and calculated as we calculate the rest of our theoretical response. Each PD should have a baseline leakage...
current bias that would then be scaled based on the intensity of the light being shown on our PD. The wavelength detection algorithm finds the peaks of the interpolated data using SciPy. Essentially, if the interpolated data in Figure 12 crosses a certain threshold and is after a certain amount of samples from the previous peak, then a peak is identified and recorded. In order to improve on this, we can detect not only a peak but a range of wavelengths for further analysis. To accomplish this, we should detect a range similar to a full-width half max surrounding the center wavelength where the counts are significant.

7.3 Real World Deployment

The Lumos device has been tested in a lab setting. To further improve our device, we plan to test it in the real world. Lumos will behave similarly to IoT devices, such as smartwatches, by wirelessly collecting signals across multiple wavelengths that can be used to determine biomarkers such as heart rate, respiration rate, blood oxygen levels (SpO2), and glucose. This will facilitate future studies on a broad patient population with varying human physiology, skin pigmentation, and comorbidities. The device has a maximum battery life of five hours with continuous usage of all LEDs. But like many real world deployments, we can duty-cycle the data collection and transfer process. This will significantly increase the battery life and allow longer user studies to be performed. Limiting the wavelengths sampled can also increase the battery life. By collecting data at certain intervals, running the device on low power mode, and limiting the spectrum sampled to what is needed for the study, we can extend the battery life by up to sixty hours, almost twice the amount of a regular smartwatch.

The wrist form factor has the ability to collect data for multiple wavelengths during high-motion scenarios such as running, working out, or playing a sport. To fully utilize this form factor, it needs to be resistant to motion artifacts. Motion artifacts affect specific wavelengths significantly, while others are resistant to them [19, 57]. Testing the various wavelengths we utilize while inducing motion artifacts could help create smarter wearable sensors with adaptable wavelengths depending on the user’s state of motion. For example, green wavelengths are more resistant to motion artifacts and have a good signal-to-noise ratio but are easily absorbed by the skin, thereby limiting their penetration depth [37]. Red Wavelengths are great at monitoring heart rate and have deeper penetration than green but are highly sensitive to motion noise [20]. Different wavelengths are also absorbed by the skin differently based on melanin content.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present Lumos, an open-source device for wearable spectroscopy research. Using our custom PCB and off-the-shelf components, Lumos demonstrates five hours of battery life. We developed an algorithm to determine the spectral response of a medium while remaining invariant to environmental disturbances with a 13nm mean absolute error. From this, researchers can determine the optimal spectrum to target for their application facilitating on-body spectroscopy research in health monitoring, athletics, rehabilitation, and more. We show this utility in a pilot study, sensing prediabetes, where we determined three relevant wavelengths, 470nm, 515nm, and 680nm, for glucose and created and evaluated a targeted tracking device.
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